The present study describes the development and field testing of a simple apparatus-based diagnostic instrument (SABDI) that examines undergraduate students' understanding of the underlying physics principles that explain how simple acoustic apparatuses work. SABDI comprises 13 items. Based on previous research studies and the history of science, the 38 distractors of SABDI were designed to reflect the following four categories of possible misconceptions: (a) direct and (b) incorrect emergent views of sound; (c) explanations based on a device's salient feature; and (d) wrong applications of physics knowledge. Field testing carried out on 159 participants showed the salient features category to be the most popular. SABDI is a valid and reliable tool that could be used to determine students' thinking regarding acoustic devices.
I. INTRODUCTION
There is general agreement today among science educators that teachers' deep understanding of their students' knowledge is a necessary key step that might significantly help them in their efforts to design effective learning environments [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . This view is expressed well in the following quote from Vosniadou et al. [6] who wrote that "teachers need to be informed about how students see the physical world and learn to take their points of view into consideration when they design instruction" (p. 392). One way to identify students' knowledge about scientific concepts is the use of diagnostic tools (questionnaires). Indeed, the widespread use of appropriate diagnostic tools has introduced a new way of evaluating and dealing with students' conceptual understanding [7] [8] [9] . These authors suggest that more tools need to be developed to allow instructors to better evaluate their students' understanding of physics concepts.
In this study, we describe the development of a diagnostic instrument that examines students' understanding of the underlying physics principles that explain how simple acoustic apparatuses work. According to Ref. [10] , science and technology are deeply related domains, part of a (semiotically) seamless web that integrates any distinction.
To clarify this notion, Roth brings the example of Kepler's telescope, and claims that "gains in the theoretical knowledge about the telescope evolved together with gains in the understanding of its mechanical properties" [10] (p. 770). Thus, Kepler contributed to the further development of the telescope by designing new types and by formulating the law of the inverse relationship between light intensity and square distance. From this, one can reach the conclusion that "the relationship between science and technology is so close that any presentation of science without developing understanding of technology would portray an inaccurate picture of science" [11] (p. 190). Moreover, Eshach [12] argues that teaching physics principles through technology, what he calls apparatus-based teaching, is an efficient way of teaching physics. According to this line of thought, one cannot get a full picture of students' understanding of scientific concepts unless an understanding of relevant technology is also examined. While, as will be further detailed here, few diagnostic instruments aiming at least partially at examining students' understanding of sound exist in the literature, there is no instrument that focuses on students' understanding of the underlying scientific principles that explain how technological apparatuses work.
In the present study, we go one step further and describe the development of a simple apparatus-based diagnostic instrument (SABDI) enabling teachers to examine their students' thinking regarding acoustic devices. We present SABDI in the Supplemental Material [13] . SABDI could help curriculum developers, physics textbook writers, and physics teachers to design better learning environments that connect technology and science. Furthermore, being aware that assessment drives teaching [14] , or in other words "what gets assessed is what gets taught" [15] (p. 256), we believe that such a diagnostic instrument might have a significant contribution towards implementing the integration of science and technology into the physics class.
II. WHY DEVELOP SABDI?
Several diagnostic instruments on the topic of sound exist in the literature. However, most relate to a limited spectrum of subjects and do not sufficiently relate to technological devices. Wittmann's Wave Diagnostic Test (WDT) [16] for undergraduate physics students deals mostly with mechanical waves, whereas sound waves are only a part of it. Hrepic's [17] Formative Assessment of Mental Models of Sound Propagation (FAMM-Sound) instrument for secondary and tertiary educational levels focuses on the propagation of sound in different media. The Wave Diagnostic Instrument (WADI) developed by Caleon and Subramaniam [18] for 10th grade students (of Singapore) again deals with the nature and propagation of general waves, and only partially relates to sound. One questionnaire that examines relatively larger aspects of sound is the Sound Concept Inventory Instrument (SCII) of Eshach [5] . However, it is intended for the middle school population (ages [12] [13] [14] [15] . The author has stated in his paper that now is the time to develop assessment tools also for other student levels. The present study, in a sense, is a response to Eshach's call. SABDI examines the understanding of a relatively wide spectrum of sound-related topics at the undergraduate level (see Sec. III. A). It does so by examining students' understanding of how simple acoustic devices, such as a speaking tube, stethoscope, flute, and lovers' phone, 1 work. To the best of our knowledge, instruments of this kind are absent in the professional literature.
III. STUDENTS' IDEAS OF SOUND AND THEIR UNDERSTANDING OF THE UNDERLYING PRINCIPLES OF HOW SIMPLE ACOUSTIC APPARATUSES WORK
The development of SABDI is based on a preliminary qualitative study in which clinical and group interviews on the following acoustic devices were held: speaking tube, lovers' phone, stethoscope, broom-stick telephone, flute, guitar, and bull whip. Four main categories of students' misconceptions regarding the principles of the devices were identified.
A. Direct views of sound
Statements reflecting the idea that sound is a kind of material that can move from point A to point B were associated with this category. The pattern of movement can differ. It can be in a sinelike pattern [3, 20] or a direct line path [4] . The process of sound propagation in these models is direct (sequential) in the terminology of Chi [21] [22] [23] . Such processes are based on various kinds of causal explanations; ordered and sequential behavior of sound agents (particles, air molecules) distinct from other system elements (such as the other air molecules). Thus, statements arguing that sound is pushed by a device, that is contained in a device, and that sound agents have a certain location in a device or move from "point A" to "point B" all actually reflect a direct view of the way a device works.
B. Incorrect emergent views of sound
Emergent processes according to Chi [21] [22] [23] require an emergent kind of causal explanation. In such processes, the elements act randomly, there is no order in interactions between the elements, and a random number of interactions occur at the same time. Sound in this view is a result of random collisions between medium particles. Because of these collisions, the particles vibrate but, as opposed to the direct view, do not move from the sound source to the listener. Rather, what does propagate is the "disturbance" caused by oscillations of the air molecules (or of other medium molecules) and up and down collisions (perpendicularly to the sound propagation direction), creating a sine-like-wave pattern in the medium. Such views can be reflected in statements arguing, for instance, that the transversal dimensions of a device play a crucial role, e.g., the radius of a speaking tube. We call such ideas transverse wave views of sound.
C. Explanations based on a device's salient feature
Students tend to explain how a simple acoustic device works based on certain nonrelevant salient features of the device itself. In other words, what guide such explanations are not the appropriate underlying physics principles, but rather some irrelevant feature. For instance, sound propagation in a speaking tube can be explained based on the structure of the tube and its analogy with an optical fiber. That is, the sound wave propagates in the speaking tube just like a laser beam does in an optical fiber, every time reflecting from the tube's walls.
D. Wrong applications of physics knowledge
Statements reflecting wrong applications of scientific knowledge or correct knowledge wrongly in explanations of how a particular apparatus works are associated with this category. For instance, naïve students tend to believe that the velocity of a mechanical wave (including sound) depends on its frequency and/or amplitude. In other words, higher and/or stronger sounds propagate faster. Such misconceptions were previously found by Wittman [16] and Hrepic [17] .
IV. DEVELOPING THE INSTRUMENT
The development of SABDI was based mainly on a summary of the methodology presented by Adams and Weiman [24] . We also followed methods used in previous similar studies developing diagnostic instruments [2, 5, 8, 16, 17, 25, 26] . Based on the Standards for Psychological and Educational Testing [27] (p. 37), Adams and Weiman [24] summarized the following four phases of the development process of diagnostic instruments: (i) delineation of the purpose of the questionnaire and the scope of the construct or the extent of the domain to be measured; (ii) development and evaluation of the questionnaire specifications; (iii) development, field testing, evaluation and selection of the items; and (iv) assembly and evaluation of the test for operational use. In what follows, we will discuss every phase in detail.
A. Phase 1: Delineation of the purpose of the questionnaire and the extent of the domain to be measured
The proposed instrument aims at the following: (a) Relating to most of the material in the physics of sound as conveyed in typical undergraduate physics textbooks (such as The Fundamentals of Physics [28] and some others as listed below). (b) Examining how students apply their knowledge in the physics of waves when analyzing acoustical apparatuses. Table I represents a detailed list of physics issues treated by SABDI compared to appropriate sections in The Fundamentals of Physics [28] , which, in its different editions, has been a typical textbook in preliminary undergraduate physics courses for many years. These issues were approved as being sufficient by two college and university physics lecturers, and also correlate with other textbooks intended for high school (in some countries) and university students, such as Physics for Scientists and Engineers: An Interactive Approach [29] , Physics for the 9th Grade [30] , and Physics Course [31] . We chose, however, The Fundamentals of Physics as being a "classical" textbook used by many of today's physicists in their graduate studies.
B. Phase 2: Development and evaluation of the questionnaire specifications
This phase includes characteristics of the target population, item format decision, time restrictions, and questionnaire procedures [24] .
Characteristics of the target population
The proposed instrument is intended to probe ideas about acoustical devices mainly among the following populations:
(1) Undergraduate physics students.
(2) Undergraduate engineering students who also study courses in physics.
2. Item format: Student centered "The primary challenge in creating good multiple-choice items is to have incorrect options (distractors) that match student thinking" [24] (p. 11). Student-centered instruments seek to reflect the students' actual ideas rather than the ideas that instrument developers believe students may have, thus preventing students from providing answers of their own that express their true perceptions [5, 32] . The key step in developing such an instrument is holding interviews with students to study about the target's auditory thinking. A large body of literature exists on the use of student interviews in order to understand students' thinking [33, 34] , however, student interviews are rarely used when developing educational questionnaires, although the value of this kind of information is stressed in the 2001 NRC Resonant frequency as a function of temperature 10 Dispersion and absorption of sound 2, 6 report [24] . Following Adams and Weiman [24] , SABDI development is based on data obtained in the interviews held in the preliminary study. Most of the distractors in SABDI are actually the participants' own ideas identified in these interviews. In addition, in order to enable students to articulate whatever ideas they deem representative of their viewpoints on the target issue in an open-ended format, the following choice was added to each of the questionnaire's items: "None of the above choices fits my basic viewpoint. My basic viewpoint is ______ (please explain your viewpoint in the space provided below)" [5, 35] . The SABDI items are not separate as in most existing knowledge instruments (see, for instance, FCI, WDT, WADI, SCII, etc.), but rather belong to the same "story" about a medieval king and queen who live in separate palaces and seek ways of communicating with each other from a distance. All of the SABDI items actually refer to this problem-to improve the ability of the king and queen to communicate. The courtiers suggest several acoustical devices to help the royal couple. Each group of items refers to a different suggestion-a speaking tube, a lovers' phone, etc. As a result, the items as a whole are in some way connected. Eshach and Kukliansky [9] define a singlecontext instrument as an "…instrument that fulfills the following two conditions: (a) each individual item presents a situation belonging to a specific context; and (b) the items as a whole create or form a typical case belonging to a specific context" (p. 3). Since SABDI fulfills the above two conditions, it may be considered a single-context instrument. Like Eshach and Kukliansky [9] , we also believe that such a single-context approach has the potential of engaging students' emotions and thus increase their motivation to deal with the instrument's items.
Time restrictions
According to Adams and Wieman [24] , 30 minutes is the most acceptable upper limit for a concept questionnaire. The proposed instrument could be completed within 25-30 minutes by an average student, as it comes out from the field testing.
C. Phases 3 and 4: Development, field testing, evaluation, and selection of the items; assembly and evaluation of the questionnaire for operational use These phases include the methods and data sources for distractors' development, field testing results, their evaluation, and further fine-tuning of the instrument for operational use [24] . Generally, SABDI made two field testing iterations. The first iteration results enabled us to evaluate the reliability and validity of the items, as well as learn about their quality and effectiveness. These helped us finetune SABDI, after which we completed the second reiteration that was needed to revise, revalidate, and retune the instrument [16] . In what follows, we present the results of both iterations.
Distractors
To design a student-centered instrument, we used the four categories of misconceptions identified in the preliminary study. In what follows, we illustrate each category by presenting some representative examples of distractors. (a) Direct models. In this kind of distractors, sound is characterized by the attributes of materialistic substances according to Eshach's substance scheme for sound [5] and the features of direct processes of Chi et al. [23] . For instance, distractor b in item 2 suggests that sound intensity in a "speaking tube" decreases with distance "due to the friction of sound within the tube's walls …according to ∼μN · L (μ is the friction coefficient of sound with the walls, N is the normal force exerted by the walls)." This distractor actually perceives sound as a transitional substance moving from point A to point B that can experience friction. Distractor c in item 11 regarding a guitar states that "the guitar box collects the sounds within it. The sounds are joined together and therefore amplification is achieved." This distractor indeed perceives sound as being containable in the guitar's body. (b) Incorrect emergent models. These distractors are based on the idea of sound as a transverse wave propagating in the medium (air). Distractor c in item 1 dealing with the speaking tube states, for instance, that "air molecules oscillate mostly up and down and collide with their closest neighbors, and these neighboring molecules also start to oscillate up and down. This molecular motion creates a sinusoidal wave pattern in the tube." Distractor a in item 9 follows this line of thinking and suggests that "acoustical resonance in a hollow tube occurs when the sound wave amplitude is equal to the diameter of the tube," as shown in Fig. 1 . (c) Explanations based on a device's salient feature.
Distractor a in item 1 states, for example, that "Sound enters the tube at a certain initial angle and propagates through it while being reflected each time from the walls, similarly to a beam of light propagating in an optical fiber." Here, the salient feature of the tube as a wave conductor or router is associated with prior knowledge about optical fibers as we previously explained. In the case of a lovers' phone, distractor c in item 5 argues that "The string vibrates up and down like a guitar string. In this way, sound propagates along the string." In this statement, the stretched thread is the salient part; it is associated with a stretched guitar string and is expected to work in a similar way. (d) Wrong applications of physics knowledge. When asked about the dependence of sound velocity propagation in a speaking tube on air temperature, naïve students tend to believe that "The velocity of sound will decrease because air density decreases with temperature according to ρ ∝ P=T." (distractor a in item 3).
Here correct knowledge on the dependence of air density on temperature is confusingly applied. As revealed in the preliminary study, some participants tend to believe that because sound propagates due to the molecule-molecule collision mechanism, the denser the medium, the more collisions will occur; therefore sound propagates faster, and vice versa. Furthermore, if the air temperature increases, its density decreases, thus reducing the sound propagation velocity. Relating to the bell suggestion, distractor c in item 13 proposes that the stronger we hit the bell, "…the higher the frequency of the vibrations, and the louder the sound." This distractor suggests the nonexisting dependence of loudness on frequency. All of the distractors were constructed based on these four categories. The ideas and misconceptions identified in the interviews were actually used to formulate about 80% of the distractors. The other 20% were based on known misconceptions from the history of science and the authors' field experience as physics lecturers. The correct answers are associated with the following two categories: (a) emergent model of sound-longitudinal wave, answers analyzing acoustical devices using the scientific view of sound as a longitudinal wave; and (b) correct use of relevant physics knowledge. We relate all the possible responses in SABDI to these categories in Table II .
Field testing: Reliability estimation, item analysis
We used the classical test theory to analyze the following three psychometric features of SABDI: Cronbach α reliability; item discrimination index; and item point biserial coefficient [24, 26, 36] .
(1) Test reliability is an indicator of how precisely the test (questionnaire) makes the measurement [8, 24] . A common way of measuring the internal consistency of a test is by calculating the Cronbach's α coefficient (0 ≤ α ≤ 1). In the case of dichotomous scoring (binomial distribution), the Cronbach's α turns into the Kuder-Richardson coefficient KR 20 [36] . Tests having α ≥ 0.7 are generally considered to be reliable [36] . In addition, also SABDI is a multiple-choice questionnaire, we use the α notion for reliability and not KR 20 because of the last option in each item allowing students to articulate whatever ideas they deem representative of their viewpoints on the target issue in an open-ended format. (2) Index of discrimination (D) indicates how well an item distinguishes top-scoring students from poorly performing ones [8, 36] . Janda [36] located the minimal D level at 0.28. Index of discrimination can also be calculated for distractors within an item. A good distractor is usually expected to produce negative values of D. (3) Point biserial coefficient (r bis ) indicates how consistent each item is with the whole assessment. High point biserial coefficient values usually provide additional evidence of the item's quality [24, 36] .
The minimal acceptable level of r bis is 0.2 [8] . The first draft of SABDI was administrated to group 1, which comprised 51 math and physics teachers, physicists, engineers, mathematicians, and programmers. All have a BSc or MSc degree and had studied the physics of waves at the undergraduate level. Thus, these participants may be comparable to undergraduate students in the sense of physics knowledge level. According to the literature, a minimal sample of 20 or 30 people are usually enough to get some useful statistics. The numbers start becoming statistically stable near 50 examinees [37] [38] [39] . Therefore, a starting sample of 51 participants was considered as sufficient. In light of the item analysis carried out on the first draft, there was actually no need to rephrase the items (questions). However, certain distractors whose discrimination index was positive were revised and/or rephrased. "Unpopular" distractors that were chosen by less than 10% of the group 1 participants were omitted from the instrument. For instance, some participants in the preliminary study suggested that sound propagates in the lovers' phone as "a longitudinal wave through the air around the string." However, this answer was chosen by only 4% of the participants in group 1, thus it was omitted from the second version of SABDI. On the contrary, distractor a in item 3 arguing that when air temperature in the speaking tube increases, "the velocity of sound will decrease because air density decreases with temperature according to ρ ∝ P=T "was quite popular (18% of the group 1 participants). It reflects the view that the denser the medium, the faster sound propagates because more collisions of molecules occur every second, as was revealed in the preliminary study. It produced a discrimination index D ¼ þ0.15 indicating that this distractor was confusing for the advanced participants. However, considering that it reflects a widespread view among the target audience, we decided to leave it in the second version of SABDI [24] .
In order to estimate the reliability of the second version of SABDI and provide further item fine-tuning, we distributed the instrument to group 2 comprising 90 participants: 61 students from an Israel Defense Force pilot school (all of them had studied the basics of wave physics); seven undergraduate second-year electrical engineering students; six undergraduate 3rd-year physics students; and 16 participants pursuing BA and MA degrees in physics, math, and engineering sciences. The literature provides the lower limit of sample size needed to get meaningful statistics as 50 participants [37] [38] [39] . Thus, a group of 90 participants was considered as sufficient. The group yielded an average grade of 31.03% (SD ¼ 19.37%) and Cronbach's αα 2 ¼ 0.66. Table III presents the index of discrimination and the point biserial coefficient for each item. As can be seen in the table, the mean values of both meet the literature requirements as previously presented. Figure 2 depicts the distribution of the participants among the categories of distractors. The histogram actually represents the average probability of a participant in choosing an answer of a certain category in a certain item if an answer (answers) of this category exists in the item. 2 
Establishing validity
The issue of test validity addresses the questions: Does the test measure what we think it does [8] ? To what extent does it succeed in measuring [36] ? Validity, as opposed to reliability, is established and not calculated. The literature distinguishes between four aspects of validity: content-related, criterion-related, construct-related, and face validity [36] .
The content-related aspect of validity is probably the most important for knowledge examining tests like the one we developed in the present study. It deals with the [24, 36] . The professional literature provides a rough consensus of the number of experts, 3-10 being sufficient for estimating content validity. Indeed, Yaghmaei [41] suggests three. Rubio et al.
[42] recommended including 3-10 experts, Chen [43] used six, and Eshach [5] used seven. The proposed instrument was reviewed by six experts as follows: a physics professor, three college and university physics lecturers, and two physics teachers. The experts were asked to review the first version of the instrument. More specifically they were asked to (a) complete the questionnaire, (b) comment on the appropriateness of the objectives, (c) criticize the items, and (d) relate them to the appropriate issues in the content tabe (Table I) . They were also invited to comment on the format and on how the phrasing of the statements could be improved. The experts and authors then discussed the comments and suggestions. As a result, some items or distractors were modified or removed according to the experts' recommendations.
(3) Estimating the number of reasoning steps required to solve each item [26] . We define a single reasoning step as passing from a given physical quantity X to quantity Y, or, in a qualitative manner, from idea X to idea Y. Thus, if a specific item requires translation (calculation) of X to Y, we denote it as one reasoning step, or mathematically X → Y∶s ¼ 1. For example, if a student has to calculate the velocity of sound using the formula v s ¼ λf for a given frequency and a known wavelength, only one reasoning step is needed: f → v s . If there is an additional quantity (or concept) Z needed to express Y with given X, there are two reasoning steps needed, namely, X → Z → Y∶s ¼ 2, etc. That is, the student now has to calculate the wavelength on his own before calculating v s . He actually needs to do two steps:
The number of reasoning steps required in a multiple-choice item can often determine how difficult or easy it is to interpret its results. That is, if an item requires long-chain reasoning and if a student fails to answer it correctly, it is difficult to pinpoint at which particular step the student has failed. Conversely, if an item requires only a short reasoning process, the interpretation of student performance becomes relatively easier and more specific. Thus, we took special care in developing the items to ensure that s ≤ 2. Let us look, for instance, at item 1. All the distractors, as well as the correct answer, involve one or two reasoning steps, as the following analysis of item 1 shown in Fig. 3 . Construct validity relates to the question: To what extent does the questionnaire succeed in measuring the hypothetical knowledge constructs as it was intended to [36] ? To establish construct validity, we applied SABDI in group 3, comprising 18 practicing math and science teachers, in the course "Physical principles in instructional context: sound and heat" given within the Graduate Program for Science and Technology Education for an MSc degree. These participants had not studied the physics of waves or sound before and repeated the questionnaire twice, before and after the course. We assume that during the course, appropriate knowledge constructs regarding acoustics and acoustical devices were created. When dealing with a knowledge test, a researcher cannot directly measure the psychological constructs of his examinee. One can only deduce hypothetical psychological structures relying on their observations. To test if SABDI measures the knowledge constructs relating to acoustics and acoustical devices, we compare the results of SABDI prior to the creation of the constructs (i.e., before the course) and after the course when the constructs are expected to be created, in the following two ways:
(1) SABDI is intended to measure knowledge constructs relating to the physics of sound and acoustical devices. Thus, if SABDI is valid, we should observe a statistically significant increase in the scores of the post-test relative to the pretest as a result of teaching the topic of acoustics [36] . Indeed, the average score in the pretest was 25.64 (SD ¼ 14.04), whereas in the post-test it increased to 79.78 (SD ¼ 18.25), representing an increase of 47% in the post-test compared to the pretest, resulting in a significance level of 0.05. (2) We obtained Cronbach αα pre 3 ¼ 0.34 in the pretest, which can be explained by the fact that the students were not familiar with the topic of acoustics prior to the course, thus were unable to deal with SABDI and made incoherent guesses [24, 44] . After the course, one should expect an increase in the Cronbach α coefficient in the post-test due to the newly created knowledge constructs, and indeed, we obtained α post 3 ¼ 0.72 in the post-test. The criterion-related aspect "indicates how well performance on a test (questionnaire) correlates with performance on relevant criterion measures external to the test." [40] (p. 55). Adams and Weiman [24] clarify that validity can be established by calculating the Pearson correlation coefficient between the instrument's results and other relevant assessments. We chose the final course exam (group 3) grades as the external criterion. The exam was comprised of two parts: (i) open-ended problems in basic mechanics, heat theory, and direct or emergent processes' analysis, as well as open-ended problems in the physics of sound parallel to the SABDI material, and (ii) SABDI. Mechanics, heat theory, and processes' analysis all were taught as a conceptual base to acoustics. For instance, kinematics is as well as dynamics are needed to understand the laws of medium molecules' motion in a sound wave; the concept of energy is required to define sound intensity; understanding heat and temperature are necessary to outline the dependence of sound velocity on the medium (air) temperature; while processes' analysis in the terms of Chi was needed to consider the nature of sound as an emergent process. Thus, the first part of the exam including the acoustical and nonacoustical topics was considered to be an external relevant criterion for the purpose of criterion-related validity estimation.
To estimate criterion-related validity, we looked for a correlation between SABDI and the first part of the exam. To assess the correlation, we calculated the Pearson coefficient ðr xx Þ. According to Ref. [36] , r xx ¼ 0.5 is acceptable. We obtained r xx ¼ 0.73, which indicates a strong positive linear correlation between the scores of SABDI and the relevant external criterion, thus approving the criterion-related aspect of validity.
Face validity exists if a test (questionnaire) looks as if it relates to what it has been declared to relate to and measure from the examinees' point of view [36] . Indeed, poor face validity may negatively affect the attitude and motivation of participants to cooperate with the examiner. To provide face validity of an instrument, an examiner usually gives the questionnaire for appreciation to a sampling group of the VOLFSON, ESHACH, and BEN-ABU PHYS. REV. PHYS. EDUC. RES. 14, 020127 (2018) 020127-8 future target audience [5, 17, 36] . To establish face validity, we held the following: (a) in-depth interviews with two MSc participants who had studied courses in physics, and (b) focus-group interviews about the instrument in group 3 right after the students completed it as a pretest. All of the participants approved the instrument's face validity. Since these students were practicing math and science teachers, we considered their opinion as being satisfactory.
V. DISCUSSION
The purpose of the present study was to develop a student-centered, simple apparatus-based diagnostic instrument. While, as previously mentioned, most of the existing instruments relate to a limited spectrum of subjects in acoustics and do not sufficiently relate to technological devices, SABDI examines the application of knowledge in the physics of waves for analyzing simple technological apparatuses, and relates to most of the material in the physics of sound as conveyed in typical undergraduate physics textbooks. To the best of our knowledge, such diagnostic instruments are absent in the professional literature. SABDI aims to fill this gap.
Following Janda [36] as well as Adams and Weiman [24] , the development of SABDI included formulating the objectives, constructing the items, and performing reliability and validity checks. A variety of sources were used to design the distractors, such as a literature review of students' concepts of sound, responses by undergraduate and graduate students in personal and focus-group interviews, participants' responses to the first and second drafts of SABDI, physics textbooks, historical materials, and a group of six experts, including experienced physics teachers and lecturers having an extensive physics background. The experts were asked not only to examine the validity of SABDI, but also to suggest other items and/or distractors and rephrase the existing ones. This integration of multiple sources is in line with [56] , who suggests that we must "discuss plans to triangulate, or find convergence among sources of information, different investigators, or different methods of data collection" (p. 158) in order to increase the internal validity of an instrument. Four aspects of validity were actually examined regarding SABDI, and all were found to be sufficient.
Statistical parameters of SABDI
The acceptable value of the Cronbach α for a test to be reliable is α ≥ 0.7 [36] . We obtained α ¼ 0.66 for the second version of SABDI, which is close enough to 0.7 and appears to be sufficient in light of the last decade's research about knowledge tests development. Indeed, many researchers believe that a high Cronbach's α obtained in a wide-ranged knowledge test such as SABDI does not indeed guarantee that the instrument is more reliable for its intended use, but may actually be an indication that there are redundant items that should be removed, whereas a relatively low alpha coefficient would be quite reasonable [24, [45] [46] [47] . For instance, Berger and Hänze [45] obtained α ¼ 0.6, which they considered to be acceptable "…given the limited number of test items and the broad range of tested knowledge" (p. 303). Nehring et al. [46] reported α ¼ 0.55 for a conceptual knowledge test, which also related a wide range of concepts and was considered to be acceptable for the same reasons. The same can be expected for SABDI. Indeed, as shown in Table I , SABDI does not measure a certain construct, but rather a relatively wide range of issues in the physics of sound applied in different devices.
According to Ref. [36] , the acceptable lower border of the index of discrimination is 0.28. All of the items in SABDI produced D > 0.28, and the average index of discrimination was 0.45, which meets the literature recommendations. The only item that yielded D ¼ 0.2 was item 12, which dealt with the physics of a bull-whip crack. Today, however, students are less likely to be familiar with a bull whip or in using it. A very popular distractor c arguing that singularity exists when the tail of the whip moving under sonic speed accelerates to supersonic velocity (34% of the participants) confused both the more expert participants and the weaker ones in the same manner, producing D ¼ 0, and thus reduced the general index of discrimination of the whole item. However, we decided to keep 12.c for its popularity and its potential to depict a real view of participants [24] .
The point biserial coefficients of the items varied between 0.33 and 0.62, indicating a degree of correlation of each item with the whole assessment. According to Adams and Weiman [24] , the point biserial coefficient should be positive but not too high. Beichner [8] places its lower limit at 0.2. All of the items in SABDI met this requirement.
SABDI yielded an average grade of 31.03% during its field testing in group 2. This might appear relatively low. However, SABDI differs from the usual science knowledge tests such as FCI, WDT, WADI, SCII, and others in the sense that it does not just require an understanding of science concepts, but also demands the application of science concepts for the analysis of technological apparatuses. The fact that application and analysis are both placed above understanding in Bloom's taxonomy [48] automatically makes SABDI more difficult than other instruments intended for the same level of knowledge. Indeed, knowing abstract scientific concepts and rules is not enough in itself to apply them freely in practical situations. Indeed, it has been found that people have difficulty applying abstract scientific concepts and rules to specific situations such as constructing or analyzing real technological devices [12] . Thus, the relatively low average grade appears to be quite reasonable and can indicate a lack of experience in practical application of the learnt science material.
Categories discussion
The most popular categories of distractors as obtained in group 2 are "Explanations based on a device's salient feature" and "Confusion of physics concepts." According to SABDI results, the probability of a person to generate a salient feature-based view is 40%, whereas the probability to generate a view based on confusion of physics knowledge is 38% (see Fig. 2 ). These results are in line with those obtained in the preliminary study.
Stavy and Tirosh [49, 50] argued that salient nonrelevant features of a problem may have a significant impact on students' problem solving, leading them to wrong conclusions when comparing between objects or systems. Similar situations can be considered regarding technological devices. Indeed, participants having general physics knowledge but who are not familiar with the physics of a certain device intuitively tend to insulate its most salient feature and use it to construct a hypothesis about how it works. For instance, approximately 73% of the group 2 participants chose distractor b in item 11, stating that regarding the role of a guitar body "the strings' sounds create a resonance between the walls of the guitar box and are therefore amplified." In this case, the hollow wooden body of a guitar is the salient feature. It might be associated with a kind of a wave resonator that the participants had observed when learning the physics of waves within the context of electromagnetic waves (for example, a laser resonator). To this end, intuition based on salient features of devices has the potential to dominate the thinking process and thus prevent a person to seek other solutions one possesses in terms of the physics knowledge required to formulate the correct explanation. This fact emphasizes the need to develop more instruments such as SABDI relating to other physics and technologic domains to learn more about students' possible misconceptions of this type. The relatively high frequency of nonrelevant salient feature-based responses reinforces the understanding that it is not enough for us to learn about abstract science concepts and rules in order to apply them to a variety of situations we encounter in everyday life, but this practical application must be taught explicitly [12] . These findings meet the requirements of modern science teaching standards acknowledging the crucial importance of setting as an overarching goal science and technology education [51, 52] .
Regarding wrong applications of physics knowledge, certain types of confusion about physics concepts were outlined previously in the literature. For instance, Wittman [16] and Hrepic [17] found that naïve students tend to believe that the speed of sound depends on its frequency. Our results reinforce these findings. For instance, 17% of the participants in the second version agreed with statement 10.e based on this idea. Another false belief outlined by Hrepic [17] is that the denser the medium, the faster sound propagates, and vice versa. Twenty-eight percent of the participants agreed with this claim in 3.a. SABDI, however, goes further and relates to another 10 confusions of this type, as presented in Table I . Thus, SABDI enlarges the space of measured acoustical misconceptions relative to previous instruments.
Methodological limitations
As to the limits of SABDI, it is worth noting that the participants in our study were from just two countries (Israel and Russia). The results might be different if we recruited participants from other countries. Indeed, participants from other countries might be exposed to physics and technology education at a different level or scope of topics. Moreover, everyday using (or lack of use) of certain devices such as a guitar or a whip, for instance, might also provide some bias for participants' conceptions. On the other hand however, SABDI can be used to examine such cultural differences (Eshach, 2014) .
It should be also stressed in concert with [57] as well as Eshach (2014) that, like any other assessment instrument, SABDI is not the end all be all of tests. It simply provides another data point for instructors and researchers to use to evaluate students' understanding. We agree with Engelhardt and Beichner (2004) that "No one instrument or study can provide definitive answers. Data regarding students' understanding should be considered like evidence of validity-requiring several measurements through different means to arrive at the final answer" (p. 107). Therefore, SABDI should be used alongside other methods to provide credible and trustworthy assessments of students' thinking.
VI. CONCLUSION
The widespread use of diagnostic instruments has introduced a new way of evaluating and dealing with students' conceptual understandings [7] [8] [9] . Eshach [5] developed the SCII for middle school pupils and called to develop instruments dealing with acoustics for levels of higher students. There is international agreement regarding the need for the integration of science, engineering, and technology [52] [53] [54] . In a sense, this paper is a response to these calls, describing the development of a tool intended for undergraduate students to assess the understanding of acoustics, as well as ways of applying this material in analyzing acoustical apparatuses.
SABDI may contribute to three aspects in the field of science education: instruction, research, and methodology. Regarding the instructional aspect, SABDI can be used as a large-scale assessment tool, the results of which may lead to discourse among educators about teaching methods and topics that should be included in the curriculum to meet the requirements of modern education. Furthermore, it is hoped that SABDI will help teachers modify their instruction to better address students' difficulties in understanding sound VOLFSON, ESHACH, and BEN-ABU PHYS. REV. PHYS. EDUC. RES. 14, 020127 (2018) 020127-10 and applying theoretical physics knowledge in the practical field of technology and engineering. From a research point of view, SABDI may help researchers address a variety of research questions, such as whether differences exist among students studying in different faculties (e.g., physics, engineering, etc.) in applying theoretical physics knowledge about waves or acoustics in practical devices. It could also help to assess novel learning environments, since many instruments such as SABDI are used in pre-and postinstruction analysis [55] . SABDI may also encourage the development of such assessment tools for other physics disciplines, devices, and/or age ranges.
From a methodological point of view, this paper demonstrates how to build a single-context, student-centered diagnostic instrument. It also raises some doubts about the acceptable limits of the Cronbach's α coefficient as a measure of an instrument's reliability. These doubts, however, meet the point of view of modern methodological studies [24, 47] .
